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Exam Generic Language Theory (2IS15) 25th of January 2010, 14:00-17:00.

This exam consists of 5 questions.
You are allowed to use all distributed material, slides, books, and papers.

You need to give a consice motivation for all the answers.

1. Theory of ASF+SDF

(a) What is the goal of Generic Language Technology and how is this achieved?

(b) What is the purpose of lexical restictions? Give an example of a lexical defini-
tion, e.g. of Identifiers, together with a lexical restriction.

(c) What is user-defined syntax? Give a simple example.

(d) How does the parameterization of library modules work? Illustrate this by
means of an example.

(e) Is it allowed that the left hand side of a matching condition contains unin-
stantiated variables? What is meant by uninstantiated variables? Give an
example.

(f) How can a deep traversal function be specified? Illustrate by means of an
example.

2. ASF+SDF in practice

The following Xtext definition is a part of the SLCO language. It represents state
machines in SLCO.

StateMachine :
name=ID
(variables+=Variable ";")*
(vertices+=Vertex ";")*
(transitions+=Transition ";")*;

Variable :
name=ID ":" type=Type;

enum Type :
Integer="int" | Boolean="bool";



Vertex :
State | Initial | Final;

State :
"<state>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition]
outgoing=[Transition];

Initial :
"<initial>"
name=ID
outgoing=[Transition];

Final :
"<final>"
name=ID
incoming=[Transition];

Transition :
"<transition>"
name=ID
source=[Vertex]
target=[Vertex]
(guard+=Expression)?
(effect+=Statement)*;

Statement :
variable=[Variable] ":=" expression=NonBinOpExpression;

Expression :
BinaryOperatorExpression | NonBinOpExpression;

BinaryOperatorExpression :
operand1=NonBinOpExpression
operator=OperatorEnum
operand2=Expression;

enum OperatorEnum :
atLeast=">=" | add="+" | subtract="-" | and="&" |
equals="==" | differs="<>";

NonBinOpExpression :
BooleanConstantExpression |
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IntegerConstantExpression |
VariableExpression;

BooleanConstantExpression :
value=Bool;

enum Bool :
true="true" | false="false";

IntegerConstantExpression :
value=INT;

VariableExpression :
variable=[Variable];

(a) What is the meaning the the Xtext construction [Variable]?

(b) Give an SDF definition containing the context-free syntax for the xtext def-
inition given above. Use the standard predefined SDF libraries modules to
represent the identifiers (ID), booleans and integers (INT).

(c) Solve possible ambiguities by means of context-free priorities in SDF, choose
an arbitrary ordering of the binary operators.

(d) Write an ASF+SDF specification using traversal functions to check that every
Vertex and Transition is properly defined with in this state machine.
Properly defined means that every vertex or transition that is referred to is
actually defined in the state machine.

3. Programming Language Design Concepts

(a) What is the difference between static and dynamic scoping? Illustrate by
means of an example.

(b) What are the characteristics of generic function templates in C++?

(c) What is the difference between a statically typed language and a dynami-
cally typed language? Give examples of both statically typed languages and
dynamically typed languages.

(d) Describe the exception mechanism of Java.

(e) What is an abstract type? Illustrate this by means of an example.

4. Meta modeling and model transformations

(a) Describe the 4 layers in both the model world and the grammar world.
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(b) What is the relation between grammars, signatures and meta-models?

(c) What do we mean by horizontal and vertical model transformations?

(d) Which of the ATL rules corresponds to the traversal functions in ASF? Ex-
plain why.

5. Basic technology

(a) Give the algorithm for transforming a non-deterministic finite automaton
into deterministic finite automaton?

(b) What is a sentential form?

(c) What does the item set in the LR parse table construction represent?

Grading of exercises

1 a 10 2 a 10 3 a 10 4 a 10 5 a 10
b 10 b 50 b 10 b 10 b 10
c 10 c 20 c 10 c 10 c 10
d 10 d 40 d 10 d 10
e 10 e 10
f 10
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